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Reviving healthcare

Liliane collaborates with healthcare organizations to provide high-quality patient care by addressing the biggest challenge that 
is costing healthcare money and pain. The nurses and physicians are experiencing overwhelm, burnout, compassion fatigue 

leading to toxic behaviors and hierarchical & horizontal bullying. Liliane delivers an inspirational and engaging, content-rich 
message that is relevant to all healthcare professionals in their roles and as human beings. Liliane gets her audience involved, 
committed and engaged in being the change they want to see in healthcare. You can count on Liliane to speak with the audience 
in a compelling way and have them walk out committed to an immediate plan of action. She speaks the hard truth and provides 
solutions that work. Liliane shares her story and how to implement 3 key steps to reviving yourself and in turn healthcare. Her 
successful strategies are used by managers, frontline staff, and leaders of all kinds.

In this powerful, engaging and interactive keynote, you will learn:
• What personal and business rituals are necessary for you, on an individual basis, to create long-lasting success and happiness
• How to change your mindset by changing your physical state of mind in order to achieve the results you want
• A step by step approach to changing your limiting beliefs into empowering beliefs, the very thing holding you back from 

believing that you can achieve anything you put your mind to
• The toxic behaviors used in most relationships, why we use them and a solution to creating healthy relationships

Biography
Liliane deVries is Founder of Alive in Healthcare, 30+years experience as an RPN, professional training and certification with Coaches Training Institute. An active 
member of the ICF (International Coach Federation). Her coaching has taken her to Providence Health Care (Toronto), SCO Healthcare (Ottawa), Thunder Bay 
Regional Hospital, Baycrest Geriatric Centre, Sick Children’s Hospital, RPNAO and Groote Schuur Hospital in South Africa.

charlottekirby@aliveinhealthcare.com
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